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Travelling,transport 

 

Why do people travel? 

People travel to reach close or distant places, they travel on business or for fun. 
Many of them travel every day to school or to work and back home, such way of tra-
velling is called commuting. More and more people travel on holiday just to get away 
from everyday life full of stress and relax, to see new places or meet new people. 
Tourism and travelling (transportation industry including the manufacture and 
distribution of vehicles and fuel and the provision of transportation services) is said to 
be the biggest industry of 21st century.These days people are aware of how much 
transportation affects the environment (pollution, increasing noise levels , etc.) and 
try to eliminace or reduce its bad impact. 

How do people travel? 

People can travel and goods can be transported by land, by air or by water. There 
are both public and private means of transport.Public transportation services offer 
buses, coaches, trains, airplanes, ships or ferries, in the cities trolleybuses and trams 
are also available.The responsibility for providing public transport is often shared 
between government and private companies. The most popular private vehicles are 
cars, but riding a bicycle has become very common for short distances, as well as 
taking a taxi. Public transport is cheaper, but it is less comfortable and often slower 
than going by a car. 

Means of transport, their advantages and disadvantages 

Speed, cost, comfort and safety are considered  when people choose the best way 
of travelling for a particular purpose. Commuters use mainly buses or trains and if 
they do not mind the high price of petrol, they drive  their own cars or share them 
with  their neighbours. Unlike other countries in the Czech Republic there are no 
special school buses, so a lot of school children from small villages depend on buses 
or are driven to school by their parents. 

Questions: 

1.Who are commuters? 

2.Why do people travel on holiday? 

3.Do people think of negative impact of transportation on the evironment? 

4.What can affect the choice of the way of travelling?_ 

5. What is the diference between public and private means of transport? 
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Road transport 

Buses(diesel or electric) carry passengers along 
defined routes according to  published schedules. They 
vary in size and operate on city streets or highways. 
Some big cities have special lanes reserved only for 
bus transit..On many routes cut-price fares are 
provided for children, students, pensioners and the 
disabled. 

 

Trolleybuses(electrically powered buses) use electricity from overhead wires that 
are mounted along city streets. They are environmentally-friendly. 

Cars(automobiles) can be classified by style, size, number of doors, safety 
features(seat belts, air bags, etc.) or use. The typical passenger car carries five 
people  including the driver. Driving  on busy roads, in traffic jams during peak hours 
and in complicated traffic systems of large cities is sometimes difficult and very 
demanding, as well as obeying the Highway Code(rules and regulations).To be 
allowed to drive a car or motorcycle you have to obtain a driving licence. Driving 
school lessons and passing driving tests are required to get it. 

Taxis are cars with drivers for rent, often having 
a characteristic colour (e.g. yellow) and a light on the 
roof to indicate whether the vehicle is available. Every 
taxi must have a fare meter. We can hire one in advance 
by phone, go to a taxi rank or wave at it in the street. 

 

 

Rail transport 

Trains carry passengers or goods(freight trains).Passenger trains(including express 
trains) consist of an engine, carriages(mainly non-smokers) and a luggage van or 
post-van, sometimes a dining car and a sleeping car or couchette car. Most carriages 
are dividend into compartments for 6 to 8 people, the others have a central aisle with 
a row of seats on either side. 

Trams or streetcars run on steel tracks fixed within city streets. They are electric 
vehicles receiving power from overhead wires, single units or short trains of two cars. 

Underground or subway(in the USA) is also called the tube(in London) and 
the metro (in many European countries).It runs fast on rails travelling mainly 
underground, but it may also operate above ground, especially in the suburbs.It can 
be found in the biggest cities and can carry several millions of people a day. 

Img. 1 

Img. 2 
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Passengers reach the underground platform by using 
escalators or staircase and passing through turnstiles 
that require payment.  

 

 

Air transport 

Travelling by plane(or airplane) is the safest, fastest and most comfortable way 
of going to distant destinations, but it is also the most expensive and you have to 
observe special rules.You must arrive at the airport early enough to check in and 
have your luggage weighed(there is a weight limit and you pay extra money for any 
excessive weight).When flying abroad, you must go through the customs hall and 
show your pasport and visa(if you need one) and then through the security check. 
 At a busy international airport it can take you 2 hours to reach the departure lounge 
and find your gate. 

On board you have to fasten your safety belts and follow the instructions given by 
flight attendants. After the plane lands you disembark and collect your luggage 
at baggage reclaim. You leave the airport through arrival hall. 

 

Water transport 

Ships were more popular in the past. People used to sail from Europe to other 
continents and goods were transported mainly by sea, rivers or canals. Half a century 
ago jet air travel almost ruined international travel by ship. Only boats and ferries still 
carry passengers for shorter distances. Former transatlantic liners cruise the oceans 
as floating luxurious hotels. 

Questions: 

1.Why are trolleybuses more environmentally-friendly than diesel buses? 

2.Why is driving a car often very demanding? 

3.How can you hire a taxi? 

4.What does a train consist of? 

5.What are the advantages of going by underground? 

6.What do passengers have to do efore boarding a plane? 

7.Is travelling by ship still popular? 

 

Img. 3 
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Vocabulary: 

vehicle vozidlo 

impact dopad 

means of 
transport 

dopravní prostředek 

coach autokar 

route trasa 

schedule jízdní řád 

lane jízdní pruh 

highway, 
motorway 

dálnice 

peak hour dopravní špička 

Highway Code pravidla silničního 
provozu 

fare meter taxametr 

engine lokomotiva 

couchette lehátko 

carriage vagón 

track kolej 

aisle ulička 

rail kolejnice, železnice 

wire drát 

turnstile turniket 

check in registrace 

excessive nadměrný 

ferry přívoz 

jet tryska 

liner velká loď 

reclaim vyzvednout 

board paluba, nalodit se 
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